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I. Abstract
The KeyMouse combines the function of a mouse and a keyboard into one wireless
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handheld device. Developing the KeyMouse requires hardware design, hardware integration,
computer science, and embedded programming. The buttons, joystick, microcontrollers,
transmitter, and receiver all need to be integrated into a working system. The KeyMouse
wirelessly gives keyboard and mouse commands to a computer. Therefore, knowledge of
communication systems is required to send and receive data. An understanding of computer
science is needed to communicate with a computer.
The KeyMouse uses two microcontrollers. One microcontroller controls the input
devices (key buttons and joystick) and transmitter. This PICcontroller interprets user input and
transmits to the second controller. The receiver is incorporated into a separate device, the
receiver device, by the second microcontroller. This PICcontroller receives the sent data and
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Personal computers are advancing by leaps and bounds. These advancements allow
users to watch video, connect to audio systems and even turn your big screen television into a
computer monitor. An entire home entertainment system can be controlled by a Pc. The
KeyMouse allows the use of a full keyboard and mouse in a device approximately the size of a
cell phone. Imagine being able to come home from a hard day's work, turning on the PCand
lying down on the couch and check email, watch television shows or playa computer game
without the hassle of a big keyboard and wireless mouse on your lap. The only thing between
the user and the PC is a tiny KeyMouse that fits in the palm of your hand. The current market is
saturated with keyboards and mouses, but very few of them combine both of these human
input devices in a small convenient size. One similar device called the diNovo Mini keyboard by
Logitech sells for around $150. The diNovo Mini keyboard is the only device widely marketed
that would compete with the KeyMouse. The KeyMouse would be less expensive, easier to use
and have more functions.
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IV. Design
The KeyMouse consists of two physically separate devices. There is a handheld device
that has the buttons and joystick. The handheld device is controlled by the PIC18F46K20 as
shown in Figure 2. There is also the receiver device that directly communicates to the PC
through USB. The receiver device is controlled by the PIC18F2550 as shown in Figure 3.
Figure 2 The Handheld Device Schematic
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Figure 3 The Receiver Device Schematic
The KeyMouse is designed to debounce key inputs from a matrix. keypad and then
interpret these inputs as character presses. The interpreted inputs are sent out through the SPI
bus to the transmitter with a preamble where they are sent out through the 916MHz band to
the receiver. The transmitter uses a square loop antenna with each side 8.1 cm or a quarter of
a wave length long to transmit the FSKmodulated signal. Using a monopole antenna the
receiver captures the output and the preamble is discarded automatically by the receiver. The
receiver sends an interrupt to the PIC18F2550 to tell it to read the data off the FIFO in the
receiver. The 18F2550 turns on the serial clock and enables the chip select. The 18F2550 then
reads the serial SPI pin on the receiver. The data is then put into register in the 18F2550 where
it is read and stored in internal memory. This process is repeated until the interrupt pin
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disables. The 18F2550 stores the data in the USBendpoints within the controller for the PCto
read. The 18F2550 clears the endpoint stack when it stops receiving packets from the
transmitter. The USBdriver polls the 18F2550 and reads the endpoints for the inputs. The PC
then recognizes it as a human interface device and interprets the data within the endpoints as
character presses or as mouse commands.
The following describes the function of all the components shown in Figure 2 and in
Figure 3.
A. Keyboard
The keyboard functionality is done with push buttons within a matrix. The keyboard is
represented in Figure 2 as push buttons arranged to align with a keypad cover. To minimize
input port pins, the buttons are connected in rows and columns (buttons not pictorially in rows
and columns). The rows are connected to an input port of the PIC18F46K20 and the columns
are connected to an output port ofthe PIC18F46K20. On each row, there is a pull-up resistor.
See PIC18F46K20 section for more details on button interface.
B. TXC10l
The TXCIOl transmitter is represented in Figure 2 as a 16-pin DIP (dual in line package).
The TXCIOl takes in the output data is SPI format from the PIC18F46K20 and transmits the
information onto the antenna to be received by the RXCI01. The transmission of the data is
done using FSKmodulation. The TXCIOl requires a crystal for precise data transmission.
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c. Power/Battery
The power source for the KeyMouse is a 9 volt battery. It is depicted in Figure 2 as two
AA batteries. The 9 volt battery goes into a 3.3 volt regulator that powers the circuit.
D. PIC18F46K20
The PIC18F46K20 controller is represented in Figure 2 as 40-pin DIP. The PIC18F46K20
handles the inputs from the joystick and the button matrix and outputs to the TXCIOl
transmitter. The PIC18F46K20 interfaces with the button matrix by continuously outputting a
rotating signal onto the output port. The controller also scans the input port and determines
what buttons have been pressed. The PIC18F46K20 interfaces with the joystick by using the on-
chip analog to digital converters (ADCs). To interface with the TXCI01, the PIC18F46K20 uses
SPI format.
E. Mouse
The mouse functionality is done with a potentiometer joystick. The joystick is
represented in Figure 2 as two potentiometers, one for the x-axis and one for the y-axis. There is
a capacitor going from the center tap of both of the potentiometers to ground for analog
stability. The analog Signal feeds into the ADC of the PIC18F46K20. The two mouse-click
buttons, left-click and right-click, are a part of the button matrix that make up the Keypad.
More details of the button matrix can be found in the Keyboard section.
F. PIC18F2550
The PIC18F2550 controller is represented in Figure 3 as a 28-pin DIP. The PIC18F2550 is
responsible for reading the data from the RCXI01, interpret the data, and output the data onto
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the USB for the PCto read. The PIC18F2550 reads the data from the RCXIOl in SPI format. The
controller then takes that data and interprets it as mouse or keyboard data. Finally, the
PIC18F2550 sends the data following the USBprotocols to the Pc. The HID driver in PCsallows
the PCto respond to the mouse or keyboard commands.
G. RXC10l
The RXCIOl receive is represented in Figure 3 as a 16-pin DIP. The RXCIOl receives
information from the antenna which was transmitted by the TXCI01. The receiver then




The group used trial and error as the main form of testing. Hardware and software
testing ran in parallel. After writing a section of code, the functionality of the code would then
be tested. If an error was found, the code and the hardware were checked to determine the
source of the error. The characteristics of the error determined if the hardware or software
was examined first.
Debugging the KeyMouse involves removing both software and hardware errors. To
remove software errors, the compiler that was used to write the code (Microchip IDE) has a
debug mode where the code can be stepped through to see with the human eye what the
coded is doing. All measurements taken during the development of the KeyMouse was done
using a multi-meter. This helped in determining the performance of the various components as
seen in Figure4. To help in debugging, LEOswere also used to determine output signals shown
in Figure 5.
Figure 4 Testing with Multi-Meter
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Figure 5 LED Testing on Receiver Device
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VI. Results
The KeyMouse requires an extensive knowledge of C programming and computer
science. This project has a steep learning curve. The group had to both learn how to configure
and program PICcontrollers and learn how to use a PICcontroller to interface with a PCwith
USB. The group successfully learned how to configure and program PICcontrollers. However,
we had difficulties with interfacing to a PCthrough USB. Instead of interfacing with the PC,the
group settled with displaying information on a simple LCDdisplay. Further, due to time
constraints, only joystick information was displayed on the screen. If given an additional two
months, the group could have a fully operational KeyMouse.
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VII. Budget
Table 1 Cost of Single KeyMouse Prototype
Hardware Estimated Cost ($) Actual Cost ($)
Processor 20.00 10.00
USB Reciever 20.00 N/A
Receiver Chip/USB Pic N/A 8.00
Wireless RF Transmitter 15.00 3.00
Touchpad 30.00 N/A
Keypad 20.00 15.00






Push Buttons/Pins N/A 10.00




Proarammer for Microcontrollers 50.00 50.00
Driver development kit Free N/A
Debugging Program Free Free
Grand Total 285.00 $206.00
Table 1 includes the original estimated cost of a KeyMouse. The group as a whole was
unfamiliar with the cost of the materials needed and ended up with greater estimated costs
than the actual costs. One of the goals of the project was to make a product less than the cost
of Logitech's diNovo ($1S0) but is greater by more than $SO. However, ifthe KeyMouse went
into mass production, the cost of a KeyMouse would decrease.
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VIII. Conclusion
There are many lessons that we have learned. The first lesson that we learned from this
experience is that time is always working against you. A second lesson is to start on a project as
early as the time of the proposal of the project. Another lesson we have learned is to not rely
on auction sites to order parts. This project was delayed three weeks from this problem.
This was a great project to work on but we did not have enough time to make the
KeyMouse fully functional. We recommend that future groups meet up at least twice a week to
encourage progress. During these meetings, all group mates can get a full understanding on




The following code is the code that is programmed into the PIC18F46K20. This does all





Purpose: To debounce a 7 by 8 matrix keypad and interpret a 2 axis poitentiometer as mouse
movements.
To interpret the debounced keys as usage id's for the USB endpoints, and to
interpret the mouse bottons as
left and right mouse clicks. Those values are then sent through the SPI interface
to the transmitter or
reciever.






#pragma config FOSC= INTI067
#pragma config FCMEN = ON
#pragma config IESO= OFF
#pragma config PWRT = ON
#pragma config BOREN = SBORDIS
#pragma config BORV = 22
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lIenable high speed oscilator
Ilhardware brownout reset only
Ilresets at 2.2V
#pragma config WDTEN = OFF II disable watchdog timer
#pragma config WDTPS = 3276811watchdog timer scaler, not used
#pragma config MCLRE = ON Ilallow reset on MCLR
#pragma config HFOFST= OFF Ilwait for the high frequency clock to stabalize
#pragma config LPTlOSC = OFF Ilhigh power oscilator
#pragma config PBADEN = OFF II turn off power brown out
#pragma config CCP2MX = PORTBE Ilcompare capture 2
#pragma config STVREN= ON
#pragma config LVP = OFF
#pragma config XINST = OFF
II#pragma config DEBUG = ON
#pragma config CPO= OFF
#pragma config CP1 = OFF
#pragma config CP2 = OFF
#pragma config CP3 = OFF
#pragma config CPB= OFF
#pragma config CPD = OFF
Ilturn on debug
Ilturn off code protection
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#pragma config WRTO = OFF
#pragma config WRTl = OFF
#pragma config WRT2 = OFF
#pragma config WRT3 = OFF
#pragma config WRTB = OFF
#pragma config WRTC = OFF
#pragma config WRTD = OFF
#pragma config EBTRO= OFF
#pragma config EBTRl = OFF
#pragma config EBTR2 = OFF
#pragma config EBTR3= OFF
#pragma config EBTRB= OFF
/ /include headers from the C18 compiler
#include <p18F46K20.h> / / Register definitions





/ / ADC library functions
/ / Timer library functions









#define maxbounce Ox8/ /sets the key as an output when the counter reaches that number, and does
not count over it
#define loopkeychecks OxOA
pressed






















void keypress(char unsigned ram usageid);








/*structure for keypresses* /
typedef struct
{
char unsigned ram index; / /the usage id
char unsigned ram bounces; / /debouncer counter for the key instance
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char unsigned ram set;
char unsigned ram active;
can be decremented if it is not in use
//set to Ox01 of the key has had maxbounce hits
/ /gets set if the key is hit on that pass so that it
} keys;
/*structure for special toggle keypresses* /
typedef struct
{
char unsigned ram bounces;
char unsigned ram seth;
char unsigned ram setl;
char unsigned ram active;
} tggl;
keys Outputkeys[maxkeys]; / /the global output structure array for the keypresses
/ /mouse button storage
//special toggle inputs for key modifiers
keys mousekeys[2];
tggl spcltggl;
/ /mouse movement storage variables
char unsigned ram axisy;
char unsigned ram axisx;
char unsigned ram caxisy;
o in deadzone
/ /Interpreted mouse movement, if negative MSb is 1, if
char unsigned ram caxisx;
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/ /make sure the watchdog timer is off in software for
/ / TRIS registers bit 0 = output, 1 = input
// set up PORTA so RAO-RA7are outputs
TRISA = OxOO; / / bit 0 = output, 1 = input
/ /input for the keyboard
/ /The input/inputs will be low of a button is pushed because of the pullup resistors SIP
TRISD = OxFF;
/ /adc inputs for the mouse
TRISBbits.TRISBO = 1;
TRISBbits.TRISB1 = 1;
/*set up the oscilator for 16mhz operation * /
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OSCCONbits.SCSO= 0;
OSCCONbits.SCSl = 1; / /internal oscilator /lif the internal





/lrun directly from internal 16mhz HFINTOSCsource


















/lset up adc conversion to be done in fos/16 or ius for 16Mhz
/ladc put the msbyte into ADRESH and the remaining 2 bits into




other analog inputs are off




/ /VDD and VSSreferences
/ /disable ADCinterupts









char unsigned ram loopchecks = OxOO;




















































/ /Pull the pin low for the second row


















































































































































































































if (spcltggLbounces < maxbounce)lltoggle key functions
spcltggLbounces++;







if (PORTD == OxFF)












/*void keypress(char unsigned ram usageid) ********************************************
Goes through the array holding the keys to see if the usage id is already in
there, and if not it finds the first blank space, or if it is full it will not output
that button. The rest of the code checks too see if it has hit the maxbounces, if so it
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sets the usage to OxOl. If the bounces has not maxed out the bounces is incremented,
then checked to see if it hit max bounces, and if so it sets the set bit to 1 and
the usage bit to 1.
*************************************************************************************
**/
void keypress{char unsigned ram usageid)
{
char unsigned ram loopoutputs = OxOO; / /check to see if the key has
already been hit
while (Ioopoutputs < maxkeys)
{
















Ilif the key has not been entered previosly, look for the first opening at put it
there
while (Ioopoutputs < maxkeys)
{









loopout: Ilend the loop
}
/*void mousepress(char unsigned ram usageid)*******************************************




void mousepress(char unsigned ram usageid)
{
char unsigned ram loopoutputs = OxOO; Ilcheck to see if the key has
already been hit
while (Ioopoutputs < 2)
{















Ilif the key has not been entered previosly, look for the first opening at put it
there
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while (Ioopoutputs < 2)
{









loopout: Ilend the loop
}
/*void setinactive(void)***************************
























char unsigned ram inacloop = OxOO;
while (inacloop < maxkeys)
{










while (inacloop < 2)
{








if (spcltggLseth = OxOl) //sets the special toggle key
if (spcltggLsetl = OxOl)
spcltggLsetl = OxOO;











/* ADCY-AXISsetup ********************************************************** /
ADCONO=ObOOll0000; / /configure the analog control bits to select AN12
ADCONObits.ADON= 1; / /turn on the ADCconverter
Delay100TCYx(1); / /give the adc time to get ready
/* ADCY-AXISretrevial for delay ******************************************/
ADCONObits.GO= 1;
while (ADCONObits.GO) / /wait till the ADCconversion is done
axisy = ADRESH; / /output the adc conversion to port D
t:ADCX-AXISsetup *******************************************************/
ADCONO=Ob00101000; / /configure the analog control bits to select AN10
ADCONObits.ADON= 1; / /turn on the ADCconverter
Delay100TCYx(1); //give the adc time to get ready
/* ADCX-AXISretrevial for delay ***************************************** /
ADCONObits.GO= 1;




if (axisy > y_pos_deadzone)
caxisy = ((axisy - LPos_deadzone));
else if (axisy < Lneg_deadzone)





if (axisx > x_pos_deadzone)
caxisx = (axisx - x_pos_deadzone);
else if (axisx < x_neg_deadzone)














char unsigned ram dummydata; Ilevery time the SPI is written too, the contents of
Ilmust be moved




Iiset up the SPI registers
II
IISCK = FOSC/64 2S0Kbps, CKP= 0 2S0Kbps
TRISCbits.TRISC3 = 0;11 allow for writing to the transmitter Master mode clock output
lithe nCS pin is connected to the RAS pin, and is pulled down to write to the transmitter
PORTAbits.RAS = 0;
Iiset up the txconfig register
dummydata = SSPBUF; Iidata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= Obl0011111; Iisets the config register to 916 Mhz 10MHz output elk
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) I lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; Iidata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= Obll010011; 111SpF cap load for crystal internal load
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/ / positive frequency deviation 120kHz mod bandwith
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
/ /set up the txpower register
SSPBUF= Ob10110000; / /cmd code that identifies bits to be written to
/ /the tx power config register, disables OaKEN mode and sets transmit power
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
/ /Frequency setting register
SSPBUF= Ob10101000; / /cmd code that identifies the frequency setting register and
sets the
/ /frequency to 91S.36Mhz
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
SSPBUF= OxOO; / /still setting up the frequency register
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while (!SSPSTATbits.BF)//is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
/ /set up the power management register
SSPBUF= OxCO; //cmd code to write to the powere
management register
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF)//is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored
SSPBUF= Obll100001; / /Starts up the oscilator. Turns off synthesizer, power amplifier,
/ /Turns off the low battery detection circuit, wake up timer, and clock output.
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF)//is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
PORTAbits.RA5 = l;//pull nCS up, registers are done









char unsigned ram dummydata; /levery time the SPI is written too, the contents
ofSSPBUF
/lneeds to be moved even though it is not needed.
TRISBbits.TRISB2 = 1; /lRB2 is connected to RC3so that the clock pin can be pulled
down
/lwithout the need for a pull down resistor. This sets it as an input.
TRISCbits.TRISC3 = 0;/1 allow for writing to the transmitter
PORTAbits.RAS = O;/lpull nCSdown, write to SPI
SSPBUF= Obll100001; /lStarts un the oscilator. Turns off synthesizer, power amplifier,
/ /Turns off the low battery detection circuit, wake up timer, and clock output.
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) /lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.










char unsigned ram dummydata; Ilevery time the SPI is written too, the contents of
SSPBUF
Iineeds to be moved even though it is not needed.
Ilmake sure that the transmitter is set up for commands
TRISBbits.TRISB2= 1; IIRB2 is connected to RC3so that the clock pin can be pulled
down
Ilwithout the need for a pull down resistor. This sets it as an input.
TRISCbits.TRISC3= 0;11allow for writing to the transmitter
dummydata = SSPBUF; Iidata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
SSPBUF= Ob11111001; IIStarts un the oscilator, synthesizer, power amplifier.
I/Turns off the low battery detection circuit, wake up timer, and clock output.
can be stored.
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while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= OxC6; / /Transmit command for tranmitter
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
TRISBbits.TRISB2 = 0; / /RB2 is connected to RC3so that SCKpin can be pulled down





/ /pull pin B low and SCKlow
/ /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
/ /Send the sync and preamble bytes for the reciver valid data detector
SSPBUF=OxAA; //PREAMBLE
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; //data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF=OxAA; //PREAMBLE







dummydata = SSPBUF; Ildata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF=Ox2D; IISYNC BYTE
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) I lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; Ildata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF=Ox2D; IISYNC BYTE
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) Ilis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; Ildata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
Ilsend the actual data
SSPBUF= Outputkeys[O].index;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) Ilis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; Ildata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= ~Outputkeys[O].index;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) Ilis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; Ildata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= Outputkeys[l].index;
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while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) /lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF;
SSPBUFbefore more can be stored.
SSPBUF= Outputkeys[l].index;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
/ /data must be moved out of the
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
SSPBUF= Outputkeys[2].index;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
PORTAbits.RA5 = 0;/ /pull nCSup, do not write to SPI
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
SSPBUF= Outputkeys[2].index;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
PORTAbits.RA5 = O;//pull nCS up, do not write to SPI















Iidisable the SPI interupt
Iiset up the SPI registers
II















char unsigned ram dummydata; / /every time the SPI is written too, the
contents of SSPBUF
/ /needs to be moved even though it is not needed.
/ /send the actual data first byte is real data, second is complement
char unsigned ram outloop = OxOO;
while (outloop < maxkeys)
{
SSPBUF= Outputkeys[outloop].index;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
SSPBUF= ~Outputkeys[outloop].index;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?









/ /send sync bytes for the mouse
SSPBUF= OxOO;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= Oxff;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
/ /send mouse movements
SSPBUF= caxisx;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= ~caxisx;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?







while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) /lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; /ldata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= ~caxisy;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) I lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; Iidata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
outloop = OxOO;
while (outloop < maxkeys)
{
SSPBUF= mousekeys[outloop).index;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) I lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; Iidata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= ~mousekeys[outloop).index;
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) I lis it still transmitting?




























#include <p18F2550.h> / / Register definitions
/ / Timer library functions




char unsigned ram dummydata; / /every time the SPI is written too, the contents of SSPBUF
/ /must be moved
char unsigned ram input_stack[18];
char unsigned ram validdata_stack[8];
data
char unsigned ram input_stack_pointer;//input stack pointer
/ /storage for the data coming in
/ /storage for checking the incoming data with previous





void ledout(char unsigned ram out)
pins
/ /test port using extra
{
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PORTAbits.RA2 = ((Ox80 & out) == Ox80);
PORTAbits.RAl = ((Ox40 & out) == Ox40);
PORTAbits.RAO = ((Ox20 & out) == Ox20);
PORTCbits.RC6 = ((OxlO & out) == Oxl0);
PORTBbits.RB2 = ((Ox08 & out) == Ox08);
PORTBbits.RB3 = ((Ox04 & out) == Ox04);
PORTBbits.RB4 = ((Ox02 & out) == Ox02);




char unsigned ram counter = OxOO;
























Ilset as output for spare pins to be used as led indicators
I/set up SPI for recieving
}
I*void spLsetup(void)***************************************************************
Sets up the SPI module to set the configuration registers in the rxc101, then sets









/ /must be moved




/lset up the SPI registers
/I
/lSCK = FOSC/64 312Kbps, CKP= 0
TRISBbits.TRISBl = 0;/1 SCKallow for writing to the transmitter Master mode clock
TRISBbits.TRISBO = l;/ISDI
TRISCbits.TRISC7 = O;/ISDO
TRISAbits.TRISA5 = O;/lnCS SSmust be pulled low to read or write
TRISAbits.TRISA4 = l;/lnFINT
TRISAbits.TRISA3 = O;/lnFSEl pull low to read FIFO
PORTAbits.RA3 = 1; /lnFSEL dont read
PORTAbits.RA5 = 1; /lnCS write
/lnot used for direct wire connections between the 18f46k20 and 18f2550
1*
can be stored.
/lset up the rxconfig register
dummydata = SSPBUF; /ldata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= Obl0011001; /lsets the config register to 916 Mhz start oscilator
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) /lis it still transmitting?
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dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
SSPBUF= Ob11111001; /l16pF cap load for crystal internal load, 300kHz fsk, clock
output disable
/I positive frequency deviation 120kHz mod bandwith
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) /lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; /ldata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
/lset up the rx control register
SSPBUF= OxCO;/lcmd code that identifies bits to be written to
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) /lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; /ldata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
SSPBUF= OxCD;/Iva lid data output, no reciever gain, -73 RSSIthreshold, enable reciever
chain.
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) /lis it still transmitting?
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dummydata = SSPBUF; Ildata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
IIFrequency setting register
SSPBUF= OblOlOlOOO; Ilcmd code that identifies the frequency setting register and
sets the
Ilfrequency to 915.36Mhz
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) Ilis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; Ildata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
SSPBUF=OxOO; Ilstill setting up the frequency register
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) Ilis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; Ildata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
Ilset up the FIFO register
SSPBUF= OxCE; Ilcmd code to write to the FIFO register
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) Ilis it still transmitting?
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dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored
SSPBUF= ObOOlll0ll; /lFIFO fill bit count, the number of bits recieved before
generating
/Ian external interupt, FIFO fill on valid data && sync word, and enable FIFO
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) /lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; /ldata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.
SSPBUF= OxC6;
/lset up the AFAR register
/lcmd code to write to the AFAR register
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) /lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; /ldata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored
SSPBUF= OblOO10111; /lautomatic offset mode and allowable offset, offset frequency
enable.
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) /liS it still transmitting?








IIset up the BASEBAND Filter register
/ /cmd code to write to the baseband register
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; / /data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= Obl0101010; I/clock recovery and Digital filter enable, data quality threshold
while (lSSPSTATbits.BF) I lis it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; Iidata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= OxC8;
/ /set up the DATA RATESETUP register
/Icmd code to write to the data rate register
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) //is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; I/data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
SSPBUF= OxOO; / /The expected data rate is set at 344kbps, with an actual data rate of
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/ /this allows for the
fastest clock recovery with the transmitter at 250kbps
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF)//is it still transmitting?
dummydata = SSPBUF; //data must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
can be stored.










/ /make sure there is no data in the SSPBUF







PORTAbits.RA3 = 1; IlnFSEL read
PORTAbits.RA5 = 0; IlnCS write
while (PORTAbits.RA4)
{
SSPBUF= OxOO; Ildummy data
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) Ilis it still transmitting?
inputjstackllnputjstack pointer] = SSPBUF;




















/ /make sure there is no data in the SSPBUF
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dummydata = SSPBUF; /ldata must be moved out of the SSPBUFbefore more
PORTAbits.RAS = 1; /Iss
SSPBUF= OxOO; /ldummy data
while (!SSPSTATbits.BF) /lis it still transmitting?
tt-cs write
input_stack[input_stack_pointer] = dummydata;
if (input_stack_pointer >= Ox12)
input_stack_pointer = OxOO;
PORTAbits.RAS = 0; /lnes write
char unsigned ram validdata_stack_pointer = OxOO;
init_ioO;
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clear_storageO;
while (1)
{
SPI_wire_recieveO;
if (~input_stack[input_stack_pointer] ==
input_stack[input_stack_pointer - 1])
{
input_stack_pointer--;
validdata_stack[validdata_stack_pointer] =
input_stack[input_stack_pointer];
validdata_stack_pointer++;
}
if (validdata_stack_pointer ==Ox12)
validdata_stack_pointer = OxOO;
ledout(input_stack[O]);
}
}
